THE CASTLK IN THE CLOUDS	5
with my eyes, incredibly near at hand, the sun was
dappled with drifting flakes of gold, shreds of the
dawnmist. They streamed up from a mass of
fleecy vapour banked in a little ravine at the far
end of the garden between me and the sun. Surely
I had but to stretch forth my hand to touch it, so
near the skyline seemed ; an horizon all in peaks
and crags and battlements of clouds !
Then the sun soared like a balloon set free—
suddenly, steeply climbing up the sky.
Ever more copiously pull-balls of fleecy vapour
breaking in coveys from the cloud-bank lingering
in the valley look wing towards the xcnilb, after a
brief ascent to moll into ihe blue. With each suc-
cessive; (light the parent cloud was growing loss
opaque and, as it dwindled into air, disclosing a
sumptuous panorama, like a vast stage-setting
slowly taking form. Tense with excitement as a
child watching his father strip the swathes of cotton-
wool from a birthday present, I watched its gradual
emergence. In the silence of a dream, tier upon
tier, there rose before my eyes the roofage of a line
of dungeons, clustering towers, a crest-line of tall
ramparts, far-flung buttresses and archways; the
massive outlines of an ancient stronghold, A film
of mist still clung about the base on which the
mighty fabric rested, but now I saw or seemed to
sec a city of flat roofs and spreading terraces.
The last veil lifted, discovering the Palace of
Udaipur, a blaze of gleaming marble, dazzling
white against the grey-blue lulls and azure sky*
Throned on the summit of a hill, poised midway
between earth and heaven, it overlooks the city
sprawling at its feet like a mediaeval village prone
before its warden castle, a maze of rosc-rcd terraces,
domed temples and low, flat-roofed houses, High

